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I) EXPORTING 
 

A) Setup and Scale 
 

  Before exporting your character, vehicle, weapon or flaming walrus of doom 
to UDK - before animating it or even skinning it, even, you need to first make sure that 
whatever you want to export is scaled consistently with all of your other assets. That is, 
if you lined all of your characters, firearms, trash bins, swords and barrels in a row, 
none of them would look totally out-of-place with regards to their size, like your barrel 
being the size of Mt. Everest compared to your character or vice-versa.  

  For non-moving objects like props and scenery, scale isn’t as much of an 
issue, however, for any objects using bones and skeletons, scaling your mesh AFTER 
you’ve rigged and animated it can have disastrous effects on your meshes. Not only can 
post-animation scaling negatively affect your characters and objects, but their bones 
will be affected as well.  

  The “UT3 Male” is a useful tool for determining the scale of your own UDK 
characters, weapons and environment pieces. It contains a character mesh, several 
L.O.D.’s (Level of Detail Meshes), a full skeleton rig linked to a Max biped along with a 
sample weapon mesh.  
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Other sample meshes can be downloaded from the UDK website via 

http://udn.epicgames.com/Three/UT3CustomCharacters.html The documentation for 
Unreal Engine Three is fairly thorough and is an excellent resource for learning about 
the many facets of the engine. If you’re having trouble with a specific issue, try posting 
on the Epic Games forums – it’s likely that someone out there is experiencing or has 
experienced the same problem as you. 

Another thing you’ll need to do before exporting is to set Max to the proper 
measurement units. UDK uses Generic Units rather than U.S. Standard or Metric. Make 
sure you check the appropriate box in “Units Setup” under the “Customize” Menu. 
The UT3 Male, however is already scaled to Metric, so you may have to set the system 
units to Metric, if you haven’t done so already, from the “System Units Setup” 
window. If you plan on using your own custom rig, then feel free to leave it as is so 
long as you’re prepared to keep your system units consistent across all of your assets.  

 
 
  It should be noted that standard UDK characters inhabit a space of roughly 
64 x 64 x 96 Generic Units. Also, the character, weapon or other mesh should be 
centered close to (0,0,0), as shown in the image. Else, the character or object may 
show up somewhere in the distance when you import it into UDK. 
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B) Tris vs. Polygons 
 

All meshes are made up of polygons and all polygons are made up of one or 
more triangles, or tris. In Max, under an “Edit Poly” modifier, mesh normals will display 
as polygons. 
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However, Under the “Edit Mesh” modifier, you can display mesh normals as 
triangles which are a more accurate measure of mesh detail as well as the preferred 
measurement used by UDK. In general, tri-count is always about 2 x higher than the 
poly-count because all 4-, 5-, and N-sided polys can be further broken down into 2 or 
more tris. As a side note, and edit mesh modifier will cause Max to match your poly-
count and your tri-count.  

 
 

To see both poly-count and tri-count, press “7” and right click on the top 
left corner of any viewport and go to the “Configure” dialogue. From there, click on 
the “Statistics” tab. You can keep both counts up if you want, but again, since UDK 
only measures in triangles, poly- and vertex-counts are virtually useless.  
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C) Bones and Skeletons 
 

All animated models in UDK, or “skeletal meshes” must contain one or more 
bones, even if it’s only a simple hatchet with no moving parts, as long as a player or 
NPC can pick it up and directly interact with it in some way, such as throwing it, 
swinging it or breaking it in two, it needs at least one bone. (for stuff like doors and 
other larger assets, you would either use coding or kismet, but that’s a different story.) 
When exporting a skeletal mesh, your skeleton must have a bone called “b_Root” in 
order for it to import properly into UDK. If your entire skeleton is not directly or 
indirectly linked to the root bone, then UDK will not recognize the rest of the skeleton.  

Though it’s not always necessary, it’s a good idea to keep the b_Root as close 
to the origin point (0,0,0) as possible, else you may run the risk of having your mesh 
and skeleton off-center when you bring them into UDK. If you are rigging or 
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animating a weapon like a sword, skin the mesh to a second bone and link that second 
bone to b_Root.  

 
  

 As seen in some of the images, UDK bones need not be bones at all, they can 
be primitives like spheres, pyramids and boxes linked together to form a skeleton 
hierarchy, so long as they have each been collapsed to an “Edit Mesh” modifier. 
Similarly to the b_Root bone, all bones you intend to import into UDK should begin 
with the prefix “b_” (“b_LeftLeg”, “b_Spine1”, etc.). When skinning, keep in mind 
UDK will not recognize bones or bone-objects without this prefix! 

 
 Additionally, the FBX exporter may or may not recognize objects like helpers, 
dummy objects, IK’s or even bipeds. If you try to re-import an FBX back into Max, you 
may find that some of the bones have changed size or position or have been stripped of 
their links and constraints and converted into the standard “blue” bones. For this 
reason, always make alterations to the Max version of an asset you are working on and 
only export it to an FBX when you are ready to put it into UDK.  
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D) Exporting Your SK 
 
When it comes time to export your skeletal mesh or “SK” for short, as the 

UDK terminology goes, you can chose to “Export All” or “Export Selected” from the 
export menu in Max. Choosing “Export All” usually works just fine, although “Export 
Selected” offers more control over what does doesn’t get exported as you can select 
and unselect various items, like different armor pieces and L.O.D’s.  

When you export your SK as an FBX, be sure to include the prefix “SK_” in 
the beginning of the file name so that UDK will recognize it as a skeletal mesh rather 
than a static mesh. You can, however, choose to import a skeletal mesh as a static mesh 
or vice-versa in UDK, but this is not recommended. 
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Most importantly, you will need to have the following boxes checked when 
you export from Max for the best results: 

Geometry: 
• Smoothing Groups 
• Tangents and Binormals 
• Triangulate 
• Preserve Edge Orientation 

 
Animation: 

• Animation 
 

Extra Options: 
• Use Scene Name 

 
Bake Animation: 

• Bake Animation 
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Deformations: 
• Deformations 
• Skins 
• Morphs 
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E) Exporting Animations 
 

Animations and FBX don’t always play well together. As seen in the above 
image, the exporter includes an option for baking out a specified portion of the Max 
file’s timeline. Theoretically, this option would enable you to contain all of the 
necessary animations for your SK within a single file. In reality, this option does not 
always guarantee that a specific portion of the timeline will be exported, rather, FBX is 
just as likely to export the entire visible timeline at the bottom of the screen or even 
every animated key frame in the file.   

For this reason, each animation (walk cycle, run cycle, attack, idle, etc.) 
should be saved as a separate FBX and even as separate Max files, in case you need to 
edit them later and you don’t want to overwrite the previous animation with a new 
one.  
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II) IMPORTING 
   

A) Importing Your SK 
 

After selecting “Import” from the bottom of the Content Browser in UDK 
and locating your file, you will be presented with the Import dialog, where you will be 
able to affect how UDK interprets a file before loading it into the engine.  

If you included “SK_” at the beginning of your file name, the “Import Type” 
field should automatically be set to “Skeletal Mesh”. If not, be sure to switch it over, 
or UDK will load your SK as a static mesh and it will not be able to animate.  

Also of note is the “Import Animations” option, which will automatically load 
the timeline and keyframes contained within the FBX into an “AnimSet”, a sort of 
container for all of an SK’s animations. This is useful if you wish to very quickly test to 
make sure an animation exported correctly, although in certain instances, particularly 
with some weapons and inorganic SK’s, this method can be problematic. Your best bet 
in most situations is to leave this unchecked along with the other skeletal mesh 
settings, and leave the rest of the import options as they are. 
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B) Adjusting Your SK 
 
After you have successfully imported your SK and opened up the SK editor, 

you may find that a portion of or the entirety of your mesh is off-centered, facing the 
wrong direction or that it is too big, despite your best efforts. Luckily, the Skeletal 
Mesh Editor is equipped with a variety of tools that will let you alter various elements 
of the mesh, from changing the size and position of your mesh to modifying collision 
boundaries and LOD’s. 

One of the most valuable elements in the editor is the “Mesh” tab, accessible 
at the bottom of the screen. Characters using the default UDK rigs should be set at 
(0,0,-51) and -90 degrees in the yaw category. This will ensure that the character’s 
“Origin” – that is, the character’s position and orientation in the space within an editor 
or the game world – will allow the character to interact correctly with other props and 
characters when you play the game. For instance, if your character’s X coordinate were 
set to -10,000 you probably wouldn’t be able to see the character in-game, or if your 
character’s rotation were off by 90 degrees, they might look as though they were half-
submerged underground or running sideways.  

 
  

Take care, however, that you don’t rely too heavily on manipulating the 
Origin point if your mesh’s orientation or scale are off. Ideally, most, if not all, scaling, 
rotating and repositioning should be done from within Max or whichever 3D modeling 
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package you are using, as it will save you from having to readjust these values each 
time you import a new version of your SK. Some exceptions exist, however, as in the 
previous case regarding the use of characters with UT3 rigs, or if you wanted to see 
what a weapon or item mesh looked like at 80% of it’s normal size, you would set each 
of the height, width and length values to .8 and then scale down the asset in Max by 
the same amount before re-exporting it.  

 
C) Importing Animations 
 

Animations are the beating heart of SK’s – literally – as without them, an SK 
might as well be a static prop. To start off, you will need what is called an “animSet”, 
which, as mentioned before, is like a container that holds all of the animations for a 
particular SK. To create a new animSet, right click on inside the Content Brower and 
select “New AnimSet” from the menu. 

 
 

Next, after creating your AnimSet, double click to open it and find your 
skeletal mesh from the list in the AnimSet Editor. From here you can also load other 
meshes, both characters, weapons and assorted props and view their respective 
animations. So long as your SK contains the same number of bones and the same 
skeletal hierarchy (that is, if you had two skeletons, each with a root bone, “b_root” 
and a bone called “b_boneNameHere” where both “b_boneNameHere” bones were 
linked to “b_root”.) a mesh bound to one of those skeletons could also be bound to 
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the other and use it’s animations. If you are using one of the UDK rigs in your SK’s and 
animations, you will be able to play most of the character animations in the list under 
the “Anim” tab with your character so long as the bones are about the same size and 
provided your skeleton still has all 70 bones.  
 

 
  

 Unlike the exports of the older ActorX plugin for Max, FBX files have the 
capability to be imported as both skeletal meshes and animations. To import an FBX file 
as an animation instead of a skeletal mesh, go to “Import FBX Animation” under the 
File menu in the AnimSet Editor. As mentioned earlier, due to the unpredictable nature 
of FBX files, it is a good idea to save your animation FBX files separately from the one 
you imported as a base skeletal mesh.  
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As mentioned before, UDK gives you the option of automatically importing 
animations along with your SK. This is good for quickly testing the animations of a 
character or organic mesh, but when importing things like weapons or robots, this 
method can be problematic. In most cases, you will want to import your animations 
manually using the methods described above.  

In the AnimSet Editor, under the “AnimSet” tab, there is an option called 
“Anim Rotation Only”, which causes UDK to only recognize rotational animations like a 
character rolling their shoulder or flexing their fingers. If you have a weapon with any 
sliding components or a character with a cyborg rocket arm that flies off when they 
attack, these animations will not play properly.  

Make sure, however, that this option is unchecked BEFORE you import 
animations, or UDK will throw an error message prompting you to “compress 
animations”. To do so, go to “Animation Compression” at the top of the Editor to 
bring up the associated dialog. “Automatic” compression will work in most cases, 
however, compressing the animation one or more times may cause irreversible damage 
to your SK (incorrectly positioned parts, missing bones, etc.) and you will have to 
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delete your SK and/or your AnimSet and import everything over again. This is why it is 
important to uncheck “Anim Rotation Only” before importing your animations for 
your inorganic asset. 

 


